Moranbah East State School
Dress Code
All students are expected to be in full school uniform every school day.

General Uniform Information
Moranbah East State Primary School has set expectations for their student attire. This uniform consists of an
everyday uniform and a formal uniform.
The uniform that can be worn every day consists of a school polo shirt and navy skorts or shorts. The skorts and
shorts must be of an appropriate length. Bike pants and tights are NOT acceptable.
Year 7 students may wear their Senior’s shirts on a Monday and school sports shirts may be worn on a class PE
Day and sports carnivals. These shirts are not to be worn on any other day of the week.
The Formal uniform consists of a formal shirt and shorts for the boys and a formal dress or formal blouse and skirt
for the girls. This uniform is to be worn during formal school occasions such as band or choir performances. It may
also be worn on any day of the week as an alternative to the school polo shirts.

Winter Uniform
During the cooler months it is expected that students attend school in either a school jumper or a plain navy
jumper. Plain navy track pants may also be worn. Plain navy tights are also an acceptable part of the winter
uniform but MUST be worn underneath a dress, skort or shorts. It is NOT acceptable to attend school in just tights
and a polo.

Hats
We are a Sun Smart School and enforce the rule No Hat, No Play.
Students are to wear a navy blue broad brimmed, bucket or surf hat with a brim of no less than 7cm.

Footwear
Footwear is closed-in, preferably black, joggers or black school shoes with navy or white socks. (No sandals, thongs
or canvas shoes).

Sports Shirts
There is a school sports shirt available from the Uniform Shop in the school’s house colours. This shirt is not to be
worn on any day other than a students allocated sports day or whole school sports carnivals.
Accessories
Any accessories such as hair and head bands need to be in the school colours, predominantly navy or maroon.

Jewellery
The only acceptable jewellery to be worn is a watch, signet ring, medical alert bracelet, religious medallion and no
more than 2 pairs of studs or sleepers. Jewellery other than the items listed above pose a safety risk to students.

Hair / Nail Polish
Hair should be that which would be seen as within the natural range of colours.
No nail polish colours and no make-up..

Special Events Shirts
Shirts such as Band, J-Rock and Central Highlands Zone shirts are NOT accepted as uniform, therefore special event
shirts may only be worn on Fridays in the year of issue. The only exception to this is the Year 7 Senior Shirt, which
can be worn on a Monday, and the School Sports Shirts on a Friday.

Free Dress Days
Our sun safe policy is applicable to all Free Dress Days. The clothing worn must be appropriate for the age group.
Clothing should have sleeves and not expose the midriff. Shoes should not have elevated heels or rollers and must
be closed in. There should be no inappropriate writing or slogans on the clothing.

If for any reason a student is unable to be in school uniform they are expected to bring a note from a
parent or caregiver.
In the event that a student is persistently out of school uniform parents will be contacted to discuss the
situation.
If the provision of a uniform for the student is needed due to financial or family circumstances, parents should
discuss this with the principal so that assistance can be provided.

